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PROJECT DATA 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

Project Name Original Student Center, University of CA, San Diego Location La Jolla, California 

Owner University of California Regents 

Project Use(sl Provides students/faculty/staff a campus Center offering a variety of services, activities and experiences 

Project Size Approximately 30,000 Square Feet Total Development Cost $9,000,000. 

Annual Operating Budget (if appropriate) N/A 

Date Initiated 2002 Percent Completed by December 1. 2008 100% 

Project Completion Date (if appropriate) April 2008 

Attach, if you wish, a list of relevant project dates (see attached sheet) 

Application submitted by: 

Name James Brown 

Organization Public Architecture + Planning 

Address 4441 Park Boulevard 

Telephone ( 619 ) 682-4083 

E-mail jb@publicdigital.com 

Key Participants (Attach an additional sheet if needed) 

Organization 

Public A encies 

Architect/Designer Public Architecture + Planning 

Title Principal 

City/State/Zip San Diego, CA 92116 

Fax ( 619 ) 682-4084 

Weekend Contact Number (for notification): 619-851-4083 

Key Participant Telephone/e-mail 

James Brown 619-682-4083~b@publicdigital.com 

Developer UC Regents, University of CA, San Diego Marci Holcomb, Director/PM 858-822-1862/mholcomb@ucsd.edta 

Professional Consultant (see additional sheet) 

Community Group (see additional sheet) 

Other (see additional sheet) 

Please indicate how you learned of the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. (Check all that apply). 
_Direct Mailing _Magazine Advertisement Previous RBA entrant X Other (please specify) 

Professional Newsletter Previous Selection Committee member 
Organization _Magazine Calendar Online Notice 

X Bruner/Loeb Forum 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, and to 
post on the Bruner Foundation web sites, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to 
submit the application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Signature #' 
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Bruner Award for Urban Excellence 2009 
Project Data Sheet: 

Relevant Project Dates: 
Phase I Start Date: 2002 
Phase I Completion Date: 2006 
Phase II Start Date: 512006 
Phase II Completion Date: 512008 

Developer: 
UC Regents 

Marci Holcomb 
Director, Project Management 
Design & Construction 
University of California, San Diego 
858-822-1862 
mholcomb@ucsd.edu 

M Boone Hellmann, FAIA 
Asst. Vice Chancellor, Design & Construction 
University of California, San Diego 
858-534-1992 
bhellmann@ucsd.edu 

Professional Consultants Phase 1: 
Landscape Architect 
Spurlock Poirier Landscape Architects I Neil Hadley 
619-681 -0096 
mailbox@sp-land. com 

General Contractor 
Straub Construction I Keith Everhart 
760-414-9000 
keith@straubinc.com 

Civil Engineer: 
Snipes-Dye Associates I Bob Bruckart 
619-697-9234 
bob@snipesdye.com 

Structural Engineer: 
Envision Engineering I Alex Barajas 
619-275-6726 
envisionsandiego@sbcglobal . net 
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Electrical Engineer: 
Michael Wall Engineering I Steve Haney 
858-638-0600 
shaney@mwalleng.com 

Mechanical/Plumbing Engineer: 
DEC Engineers I Mario Ruiz 
858-395-681 0 
mruiz@decengineers.com 

Professional Consultants Phase II: 
Landscape Architect: 
Spurlock Poirier Landscape Architects I Neil Hadley 
619-681-0096 
mailbox@sp-land.com 

General Contractor: 
Marcotte & Hearne I Jason Sanders 
858-793-41 01 
jsanders@mhbuilders.com 

Civil Engineer: 
Snipes-Dye Associates I Bob Bruckart 
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Envision Engineering I Alex Barajas 
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Michael Wall Engineering I Steve Haney 
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Mechanical Engineer: 
Me Parlane & Associates I John McGee 
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Cost Consultant: 
Campbell-Anderson & Assoc. I Graham Anderson 
858-455-8086 
gcanderson@campbellanderson.com 
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Community Groups: 
LGBT Resource Center 
Shaun Travers, Director 
858-822-3493 
stravers@ucsd.edu 

Women's Center 
Emelyn Pena, Director 
858-822-1476 
emdelapena@ucsd.edu 

Other: 
Building Advisory Committee: 
Phase I Project Manager I Pnina Goldberg 
858-534-1975 
pgoldberg@ucsd.edu 

Building Advisory Committee: 
Phase II Project Manager I Jay Smith 
858-534-5343 
jwsmith@ucsd.edu 

UCSD Capital Planning 
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Design Review Board: 
Sasaki and Associates I Owen Lang, FASLA 
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ABSTRACT 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

Project Name Original Student Center, University of California, San Diego 

Address 9500 Gilman Drive City/State/ZIP La Jolla, CA 92093-0916 

1. Give a brief overview of the project, including major project goals. 

The project is a major addition to the Original Student Center at the University of California, San Diego campus. The 
original cluster of student center buildings was constructed in the 1970's. The center had been the main social hub of 
the campus but was de-emphasized as the campus grew and with the construction of a newer larger center in the 
1980's. While many student services focused at the new location, it was the choice of a number of student 
organizations to remain in the original center attracted to its warmth of materials, the park-like setting and the unique 
brand of students drawn there. The University newspapers, radio station, food co-op, bookstore, general store, 
Women's Center, Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Resource Center and 1V station call this place home. The 
physical setting factored heavily in making the Original Student Center a unique and personal space for its users. 
Towering groves of eucalyptus trees run throughout the campus and the student center is located midpoint in one of 
the larger off shoots of the grove. AI the same time, the center is located in a dense urban environment of housing, 
offices, retail and classrooms. The program called for a two phase approach. The first phase involved the addition of 
13,593 GSF to the existing 20,012 GSF center with the addition of two new structures. The second phase added 
some 4,000 GSF to the center. Of paramount importance to the project was maintaining the existing character and 
feel of the new structures to the Center. The Architect, University facilities staff and tenant student organizations 
worked closely together to ensure that the character of the existing center was enhanced by the new work. A major 
goal of Phase II was to enhance the relationship of the entire center to the outdoors and to expand the park-like 
setting that gives the Center its identity. The new computer lounge features a screened outdoor space and tree-like 
columns that pull the grove into the interior. The project's ultimate success is inherent in its philosophy to keep one 
foot in the rational wo~d and one foot in the natural wo~d. 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence l (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the 
urban environment; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban 
issues; design quality.) 

The project is a hinge between two different formal worlds. Physically and intellectually, it is the stick that stirs the 
drink on this campus. There are actually two student centers at UCSD and this location is the original one. When the 
new, much larger one was designed and constructed in the 1980's the Original Student Center was occupied by a 
more radical element of student population. It has remained that way ever since. Students are often drawn to one over 
the other. II is impossible to analyze this place without keeping this in mind. Two centers, one more official, the one 
that the parents visit, as well as the rank and file students, which also house the administration. The Original Student 
Center design has counter culture aspirations. A challenging project goal was to not substantially change the feeling 
of what was there already, but to repair and improve on spaces where it was possible. The hump, a grassy hill 
adjacent to the Center which is a primary space for meetings and gatherings was activated and embraced by the 
addition of the restaurant and the attached lounge. By bringing the Center closer to the hump, it was welcomed more 
fully into the composition and activity of the buildings. Another challenge for the project was its proximity to Mandeville 
Auditorium. The auditorium is a beautiful example of modernist architecture, designed by A. Quincy Jones. The new 
buildings of the OSC expansion along the north side of the Center act as a transitional apparatus that speaks to the 
strict formality of Mandeville, while relating to the playfulness of the scattered buildings to the south. The design of the 
Center pays particular attention to the outdoor spaces. Discreet courtyards and seating areas were created to provide 
different levels of privacy, from large public spaces to one and two person secluded benches. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

1. Describe the underlying values and goals of the project. What, if any, signifcant trade-offs were required to implement the project? 

A major goal of the project was to provide the University campus a Center that would serve as a home for a variety of 
student organizations and would encourage and strengthen their autonomy from the administration. The Expansion 
included providing spaces for The University newspapers (The Guardian), radio station (KSDn, The Food Co-op, 
bookstore (Groundwork), General Store, Women's Center, Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Resource Center and 
TV station (SRTV}, bike shop, Student Information Services, Grove Cafe, computer lounge (Tree House}, Soft 
Reserves, Craft Center classroom and Student Organization Offices. 
Each department included in the Expansion had specialized needs and the project was designed to accommodate 
these needs. The LGBT Resource Center at UCSD provides. a visible presence on campus and enhances a sense of 
connection and community among LGBT faculty, staff, students, alumni and the UCSD Community. The LGBT 
Resource Center strives to be the members home away from home. More than doubling the size of the previous 
space, the new LGBT Resource Center has public and private space, a large conference room, small group meeting 
room, common kitchen, gender neutral restroom and three offices. The new space has a combined common room 
and library, integrating the social and academic aspects of the space. Since opening in 1996, the UCSD Women's 
Center has served as a safe space and home environment for women and men of diverse backgrounds offering 
support, information and resources on gender and family issues. 

Great care was taken to preserve all the large trees. In a few cases, the tree trucks are just 36" from the building 
edge. The computer "tree house" lounge is wired for computers, making it important for users that the light is not too 
bright. This was achieved with a series of screening elements. The first is the tree canopies themselves, which dapple 
that light coming into the structure. Surrounding the interior of the lounge is an exterior balcony, covered in slatted 
panels that filter the light a bit more. This balcony ring has benches lining it for those that wish to be outdoors. The 
walls of the lounge are entirely glass, giving one the impression of being completely outside. The space inside is very 
tall, and broken only by four steel columns, which rise up and fracture upward to create a branch structure resembling 
that of the eucalyptus trees beyond. 

2. How has the project impacted the local community? 

The Original Student Center's complicated on-campus community infrastructure resembles a microcosm of a city. The 
University's sprawling campus is it's own local community. The Center is home to several important campus 
departments that offer a variety of services, activities and experiences that provide a high quality of campus life, 
foster personal and professional growth and facilitate social connections. The Center provides places to eat, shop, 
work, play, relax, meet and belong. As the community continues to grow, services become more diverse, options 
increase and more individuals are drawn to becoming members. 

Physical campus planning encompasses a broad scope of responsibility that directly impacts the campus community. 
UCSD is divided into Campus Neighborhoods and within each Neighborhood is a framework for development, 
specific design guidelines and a plan for implementation. A major design goal of the Original Student Center 
expansion was to accommodate the growth in enrollment and enhance the connection to Ridge Walk, the primary 
pedestrian walkway that connects two colleges with the west side of campus. The renovation of the buildings within 
the Student Center was strengthened by the new construction at the outer edges of the space. The position of unique 
on-campus communities, such as the Women's Center and the LGBT Resource Center, were reinforced and made 
more prominent and accessible. 

With careful building, landscape and site design, the Original Student Center became a more visible place on 
campus. The campus community identifies the Center as the informal gathering place for student interacfion, as 
opposed to the newer, more formal Price Center located across campus. Building users attest to the Original Student 
Center as an area with distinct culture and atmosphere on campus, no longer the aging and neglected area it once 
was. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION (coNr o) 

3 Describe the key elements of the development process, includmg community partic1pat1on "'here appropriate. 

The Original Student Center has a very eclectic and active student population. The people make the place, and this 
concept is very true to this space. The project development process was extremely rigorous and involved broad 
outreach efforts by multiple parties. There were no less than 25 student groups all of whom were interviewed 
separately by Public. Following these meetings, the entire group was brought together three separate times, in order 
to detennine the key concerns of the group and how they overlapped. The University facilitated these meetings and 
took them very seriously. If we did not get buy in from these clients, the project would not have been successful. 

After the initial interviews, Public worked on our concepts and presented three schemes to the Building Advisory 
Committee which is comprised of students, users and administration - about twenty members total. We continued to 
work with this group throughout the process. 

In addition, we presented to the Parks Committee and the Design Review Board, receiving invaluable input that 
affected the design as we moved forward. 

This project listened to its clients and sought input from numerous sources. 

-1 Oescnbe the iin.1nc mg of the proJect Ple1se mclude .1 11 iundmg 'ources 1nd -.quare toot co-.t- \-. here .1pplicable 

Funding for non-faci lity improvements can be difficult to obtain and this project was no exception. 

The Original Student Center Expansion Phase 1 and Phase 2 were funded through a combination of Student Affairs 
Reserves, Campuswide funds and external financing. 

The first phase of the project included a total of 13,641 Overall Gross Square Feet and the total cost was $454 per 
OGSF. 

The second phase of the project included 7,500 built OGSF and 8,600 renovated OGSF for a total of 16,100 OGSF. 
The total cost was $468 per OGSF. 

However, the addition of exterior utilities and site development brought the project size to a higher figure closer to 
30,000 Square Feet. 

) Is the fUUJt'l l un1qut' .1nd ur dues 1t acldrrss s1gnllll ,mt urb,m IS'lll''' ' ' tht· muul:'l adaptabll• tu uthl:'r urb tn ~Nungs1 

A successful campus has all the elements of a small city. The University of California, San Diego is the fastest 
growing campus in California and will continue for the foreseeable future. The Original Student Center is a place
maker. It occupies an extremely busy pedestrian and vehicular pinch point on the campus. It provides an urban core 
exactly at the place where it is needed, where the people are. It is surrounded by residential uses, office uses, 
classrooms, research facilities, music and art facilities and a grand protected park. Although it is an extremely urban 
project for a campus, it also seeks to expand the perceived boundaries of the eucalyptus grove park, whose trees 
were originally planted to provide railroad ties for the railways around the turn of the century. We planted nearly three 
hundred new trees for this project and paid particular attention to the integration of outdoor with indoor space. 

A major goal of many of the student organizations that planned to move to the Original Student Center was to have 
both a new and more distinct visibility, while simultaneously providing an intimate and protected space for their 
members. A successfully planned urban living development can provide a personal home environment and areas of 
privacy for its residents while still engaging them in the bustle of community life. The Center was able to achieve this 
same goal for the student organizations housed there. Similar to the way urban city dwellers develop a sense of 
emotional attachment to a particular place, many of the student organizations developed a sense of territory and 
attachment to their new homes on campus. 
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area pro
vided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by a design professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, or other ser
vices. Copies may be given to other design professionals if desired. 

Name James Brown litle Principal 

organization Public Architecture+ Planning Telephone ( 619 ) 682-4083 

Address 4441 Park Boulevard City/State/ZIP San Diego CA 92116 

Fax ( 619 ) 682-4084 E-mail jb@publicdigital.com 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached m erials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Si nature 

1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc. 

There are two conceptual issues at play here. The first involves the relationship that the Original Student Center 
(OSC) has with the newer Price Center. The second primary conceptual issue is the specific ways the Original 
Student Center relates to it's site influences. The relationship that the Original Student Center has to the Price Center 
(which can be considered the formal authority of student life on campus) is that of the provocateur. The OSC can be 
viewed as the conscience and empathetic center of the campus. It is here that the campus newspaper resides, along 
with the radio station, the television station and a myriad of other fiercely independent student operated institutions. 
The OSC is the necessary and virile fringe element that stirs the drink. Within the context of its site, the OSC responds 
to several challenges. The Original Student Center is an informal collection of two story buildings built in the 1970's. It 
is situated at the edge of the campus park, a dense eucalyptus grove that was planted by the railroad companies at 
the tum of the century in the hopes that the trees could be used to produce railroad ties for future needs (it turned out 
that eucalyptus wood was too unstable for this use and as a result, California has countless such groves all along the 
rail lines.) One of our sustainability goals for the project was to increase the quantity of trees and encourage the grove 
to expand further into our project. In all, we planted over 100 new trees, using the existing grid of the old plantings. 
Other design challenges included the project's relationship to an important nearby modernist building called 
Mandeville Center, designed by the late A. Quincy Jones. The OSC seeks to respond to this iconic structure while 
also striving to maintain a feeling of informality throughout the center. 

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. 

Socially and programmatically the Center functions very much like a city. The project is an exuberant clash of many 
uses, spaces and intentions. One of our main challenges was to maintain this feeling of informality within the Center, 
while at the same time updating the structures and creating additional square footage to the Center. The OSC is built 
around hallowed ground, as it embraces a grassy hill called "the hump." This hill is an important historical reference 
for the campus, as it forms a natural stage and many activities and protests take place here. Our design actively 
engages the hump, which previously stood off to the side, isolated from the buildings. A new lounge and restaurant 
now caresses one side of this meeting space, activating it fully and bringing it into the composition. 

The OSC occupies a sort of hinge between three portions of the campus. This results in high student traffic flow 
through the Center. Part of our work was to ensure that the Center did not become a pass-through freeway. To 
achieve this, we created a series of nested courtyards and provided plenty of seating and discreet gathering spaces. 
We enlisted the help of artist Robert Irwin to design two such "outdoor rooms" that allow students to duck into a quiet 
space, away from the tumult of student life just a couple of steps away. 
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE <coNr'o' 

3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project. 

The project is complex in its organizational structure. We approached it with the idea that we had multiple clients. The 
first client is the University itself. They set the primary goals of budgeting and focus. Within that context, we established 
relationships with multiple student organizations and representatives. These "clients" were our primary focus for 
intense explorations that helped us determine the overall program. There were perhaps 25 organizations that we 
worked with in this process and it was very challenging to prioritize them. This process was months in the making (for 
each phase) and we turned over as many stones as possible in order to achieve both a first rate design, and to make 
everyone a part of the process. The project was designed and constructed in two primary phases, in order to allow all 
of the student organizations to stay in business during the entire process. 

Bidding and budgeting were also extremely challenging for this project as it was being designed and estimated at a 
time when prices were almost impossible to estimate. The University system is thorough in the way they face these 
issues. Both the University and Public hired independent cost estimators who met frequently in an attempt to estimate 
costs. It did not help in the environment we were in. We had fairly difficult value engineering issues to deal with. As is 
often the case in these sessions, the design became stronger for the effort. 

4. Describe the ways in which the design relates to its urban context. 

.. ~· The Center engages two main influences and has a discussion with several others. It was very important to our users 
and to us to maintain the feeling of informality within the Center. This kind of psychic groove is hard to define but is a 
spirit that students can sense. It is an extremely delicate balance between upgrading and degrading that we were 
constantly aware of. We constructed three main new structures on the periphery of the existing Center and these new 
structures set a tone of materiality from which we borrowed discreet elements to stitch the overall Center together. 

To the east of the site overlooks a very well done modernist concrete building called Mandeville Center. Our design 
was influenced by this Center to the extent that we viewed the western portion of our project as a bridge between the 
two aesthetics, one very formal and one very informal. Our transition building actually rests on part of the architecture 
of Mandeville, which brings solidity into the composition. Our building strengthens this existing modernist building by 
forming a courtyard between the two. 

The Center also engages the pedestrian and encourages gathering and communication by providing "eddies," small 
spaces for groups of ten or more to stop, sit, eat lunch and enjoy the grove. The Original Student Center responds to 
these influences quietly, in keeping with its thoughtful student population. 
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questtons an space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopaes of the applacauon forms af needed If possable, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, eilch answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area pro
v•ded on the original fo1m. 

This sheet is to be f1lled oul by someone who was involved, or represents an organization that was mvolved, 1n helpmg the prorect respond 
to neighborhood issues. 

Name Emelyn dela Pena 

Organization UCSD Women's Center 

Address 9500 Gilman Drive, Dept. 0096 

1itle Director 

----------------~~~~e~p~ho~n~e~(_8_58 _lL-82_2_-_14_7_6 ________ __ 

C1ty/State/ZIP La Jolla, CA 92093-0096 

ill_l 858 ) 822-1577 E-mail emdelapena@ucsd.edu 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that tht applicant has full power and authority to submatthe 
application and all attach materials and to rant thestrights and permissions 

1. How did you, or the anization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

The building that my staff and I occupy is one of the buildings that Public Architecture designed for the prorect. I was a 
member of the Building Advisory Committee for the Original Student Center project. 

2 From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? 

The Original Student Center area has a distinct culture and atmosphere on the UCSD campus. Anyone who walks 
through the OSC will immediate feel how it is somehow different from the rest of the campus in both its look and feel. 
It was important for the community who already occupied the buildings within the OSC and the people who utilized the 
space that the special characteristics of the OSC, which set it apart from the Price Center, be preserved and honored 
in the new additions to the space. It was also important that the new spaces blend in well with the existing space, 
while also being new and more modern. 

l . What trade-ofts and compromises were required during the development of the project? How dad your organrzation participate 1n 

makrng them? 

I can't think of any compromises that we had to make, other than budget considerations (i .e. the type of tile we could 
have for our balcony, the elimination of the fire place, or the aesthetics of the shower in the bathroom). The Women's 
Center staff and students looked forward to being a part of the Original Student Center. Many of us expressed a 
preference early on for being located in this area, rather than in the Price Center area. 

I felt that the Women's Center staff was very involved in the development process from the blank shell we were given 
in the beginning to the final phases of the project. It felt like a true partnership among all stakeholders. 
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE (CONro) 

4. H~ this project made the community a belter place to live or work? If so, how:' 

Public worked very hard to design a building that we could all feel comfortable in and that would be conducive to our 
work as an organization. They also did an excellent job of making sure that the new building blended in well with the 
existing surroundings of the Student Center. 

The move into our new building has allowed us to expand our programs and services and has provided us more space 
to house or library and lactation room. Because of the added space, we are also able to accommodate many more 
student and community organizations for their meetings and events. 

All who walk into this space comment about how beautiful and inviting it is. I think part of the beauty of this place is 
that that the architects took the time to understand how people use it, so it has been designed to be both functional 
and home-like. 

The presence of both the Women's Center and the LGBT Resource Center at the Original Student Center site has 
revitalized this area and we feel that we now anchor one of the hearts of campus. This project was the first step in 
updating the architecture and landscaping of this area, and has really added to the beauty of this previously old and 
neglected area of campus. In addition, it has given both of our Centers added visibility in the center of campus, rather 
than being on the outskirts. Literally, and figuratively, we have moved from margin to center . 

.5. Would you c.hange. anything about this project or the development process you went through? 

The development process was great! My staff and I very much enjoyed working with the staff at Public in designing 
our new Women's Center building. I particularly appreciated the time they spent with us getting to know who we are 
as professionals and as individuals. They spent many hours trying to understand our culture as an organization, 
philosophy and mission. In addition, they spent time in our old space observing how occupants used it. 

The only things I might change is the addition of air conditioning, as this space gets very hot in the summer. 1 would 
also add something to protect our library books from the sun. The design with all the glass is so beautiful, but it is 
fading our books. 
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 

I page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area pro-
vided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or represents an organization that was involved, in helping the project respond 
to neighborhood issues. 

Name Shaun Travers Title Director 

Organization UC San Diego LGBT Resource Center Telephone ( 858 ) 822-3493 

Address 9500 Gilman Drive, 00023 City/State/ZIP La Jolla, CA 92093-0023 

Fax ( 858 ) 822-3494 E-mail stravers@ucsd.edu 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Sh T 
Dlgllollyoipdbf's-nr-

Signature aun ravers · :.,~;.~~=Dlogo .... oi.GIIl'-..c....---.o-.-.-

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

I am the Director of the LGBT Resource Center, and was involved in the Building Advisory Committee that initially 
selected the architectural firm PUBLIC. Once the firm was selected, I provided descriptions of the broad conceptual 
needs of the community that would utilize the building. I was in regular contact with the architects throughout the 
design and implementation phases, as well as through our occupancy of the site. We have since been located in the 
building, going on two years now. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? 

Because we would be using the space as a community center, it needed to be a "home" for the LGBT community on 
the UC San Diego campus. There were concerns with both its visibility (we wanted folks to know where it was and for 
it to be easy to find) as well as intimate community (once folks were in the building, they needed to have a sense of 
ownership of the space.) This was balanced by a second floor location. We also wanted lots of air and light, and a 
sense of "feeling" the entire space, even though there were numerous rooms. Glass walls throughout gave us a 
sense of separation and connectedness. In addition, the location and design of the Heritage Room within the space 
provided more private space, while capturing a much needed element of continuity with our history. 

More than anything, the space needed to resonate with the LGBT community on campus: a diverse, large community 
with many needs and wants. The space certainly has met and exceeded the expectations of the community, in its 
design and function. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How did your organization participate in 
making them? 

We dreamed of a larger space, and PUBLIC did everything it could to maximize our budget and provide us with as 
much square footage as costs would allow. 
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE <coNro) 

4. Has this proJect made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? 

It has certainly, dramatically changed the nature and scope of the LGBT Community at UC San Diego. Although the 
entire campus is a "home" for the LGBT community, PUBLIC built us a tree house. It is a part of the home, but 
separate from it. It is on the second floor, nestled among a eucalyptus grove. The raw, unfinished wood that is our 
ceiling reinforces this idea, as do the horizontal wooden slats that cover our windows. The slant of the roof and the 
perfect shape also communicate the tree house diea. Of course, the light and air contribute to this feel as well. 

The LGBT community has found its Center (center) since moving into the space. We have room enough to connect, 
to celebrate, to come together in sorrow. There is a powerful sense of connectedness in the space, even though it has 
separate offices, a conference room and the heritage room. The community feels itself, and has itself reflected in the 
architecture of the LGBT Resource Center. 

5. Would you change anything about this projed or the development process you went through? 

Of course, I would have made it bigger, but budgets are what they are, and I think PUBLIC did the best they could 
given fiscal realities. I enjoyed the time James and Jim spent with me, as well as with the student organizations that 
utilize the space. 

I would have given the community more access to the architects, although I know every meeting had costs associated 
with it. However, there were often large gaps of time in between meetings, where I had to translate the movement on 
the project to the broader community. Although part of my role as a leader is entailed in this, had the guys been more 
available to the broader community, there would have been a deeper sense of investment from the community. I know 
this because there was such excitement whenever there was an interaction. It was really good energy. 
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PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area pro
vided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by a professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, legal, or other ser
vices. Copies may be given to other professionals if desired. 

Name Neil C. Hadley litle Principal 

Organization landLAB Telephone ( 858 ) 483-9817 

Address 931 Chalcedony Street #A City/State/ZIP San Diego, CA 92109 

Fax ( 858 l 551 9021 E-mail nhadley@land-lab.com 
The un.dersigned grants ~he Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and a ttached materials nd tog nt th!'§e rights and permissions. · 

1. What role did you or your organization play in the dev pment of this project? 

While at Spurlock Poirier landscape architects, I was the project manager/designer for the phase I and Phase II 
landscape/sHe improvements for the original student center, and worked closely with the architectural team on the sHe 
planning for the new facilities. The existing facility is located In one of the oldest parts of the campus, surrounded by 
the campuses historic eucalyptus grove which is a memorable part of the character of the UCSD campus. The 
architect and landscape architect worked very closely with the siting of new structures, careful attention during the 
initial site planning minirrlized the removal of the mature eucalyptus trees, creating .new outdoor courtyards while also 
enhancing the existing outdoor spaces. The site is very much about the landscape and the buildings have been 
arranged to truly integrate the facility into it's existing mature natural surroundings. The original student center is truly 
a unique and special place on the campus, with the new additions (structures) and outdoor spaces (courtyards) 
complementing the existing facilities and outdoor spaces in both program and character. 

2. Describe the project's impact on its community. Please be as specific as possible. 

The Original Student Center is truly the "heart" of the campus, providing a sense of pedestrian scale and character 
that is not present at the new Student Center (Price center). The eclectic arrangement of buildings and outdoor 
courtyard spaces provides unique and varying spaces for social interaction among faculty and students, in a natural 
setting of mature trees, which is very unique to the rapidly expanding campus. 
The original student center and associated landscape spaces continues to be one of the more popular places on 
campus to hang out, interact, and enjoy the beautiful southern California climate. One key aspect of the design was to 
maintain "the hump", a large grass mound that has been a favorite and "sacred" place over the years for students and 

. faculty to meet and interact. The new structures were carefully arranged to open up towards the hump, maintaining 
existing courtyards and site lines, while improving pedestrian/ADA access. 
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PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT PERSPECTIVE <coNT'o) 

3. How might this project be instructive to others in your profession? 

This projects demonstrates the ability to insert new facilities Into an existing mature landscape (eucalyptus grove) 
with minimal impact (removal of trees), maintaining it's unique character and identity on the campus. The new 
buHdings are Integrated with the old structures, retaining the overall character of both the built form and the 
surrounding mature landscape. New pedestrian walkways are combined with bioswales to deal with site drainage 
problems, complementing the rustic landscape character. The architect's challenge was to create new facilities with 
added program, integrated with the old structures, wfth a very limited budget. Through creative design and innovative 
use of materials and construction detailing, the project achieved this goal, again maintaining the unique character of 
this part of the UCSD campus. 
The site design retained as many of the existing trees and original hardscape elements, to retain the character of the 
original space, while at the same time reducing cost. New site work improvements respected and complemented the 
existing landscape character, creating integrated indoor and outdoor spaces that complement the existing structures 
and outdoor courtyards, and pedestrian connecting through the space to the rest of the campus. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The most successful aspect of the project is that it retains all of the great quaHties of the existing facility, that truly 
make it a unique and special part of the UCSD campus. The new facilities and site Improvements, were carefully 
integrated and meshed with the existing structures and site context, creating a feeling as if they have always been 
there! Preserving and enhancing the existing mature eucalyptus grove,_while at the same time enhancing the existing 
outdoor spaces while creating new spaces in keeping with the original character, creates a diverse range of spaces 
for interaction of both faculty and students at a sense of scale and intimacy found no where else on campus. 

The least successful aspect of the project were-not a result of design decisions or execution of the design intent, but 
with the construction budget. The unknowns encountered in renovation type projects, reduced the budget (design 
contingencies) for site work, typically the last portions of the project to be constructed, resulting in last minute value 
engineering of some of the site elements. 
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PROFESSIONAL CONSU LTANT PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space prov1ded Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms 1f needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written di1ectly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area pro
vided on the original form 

This sheet is to be filled out by a professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providmg design, planning, legal, or other ser
vices. Copies may be given to other professionals if desired. 

Name Jason Sanders Title Project Manager 

Organization Marcotte + Hearne Builders, Inc. Telephone ( 858 ) 793-4101 

Address 11696 Sorrento Valley Rd. Ste. 200 City/State/ZIP San Diego, CA 92121 

Fax ( 858 ) 793-4101 E-mail jsanders@mhbuilders.com 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the matenals submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
appl ication all atta d materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

· you or your organization play in the development of this project? 

Marcotte + Hearne Builders, Inc. acted as the General Contractor for the UCSD Original Student Center Phase 2 
Project. Marcotte+ Hearne Builders, Inc. was responsible for the day-to-day scheduling, executing and supervision of 
the work force and subcontractors. Marcotte + Hearne Builders, Inc. was also responsible for inspecting and certify 
that a ll materials and equipment delivered to jobsite and construction put in place complied with the plans and 
specifications. 

2. Describe the project's impact on its community. Please be as specific as possible. 

The Original Student Center is the campus community business district. Many student operated business reside in 
the original student center district. There is a student operated book store, grocery store, bike shop, t-shirt printing 
shop, coffee shop and genera l store. The student operated radio, news paper, and television stations are also in the 
Original Student Center. The modernization blended the old student center with the new student center and the new 
exterior walkways and seating areas made the area a more desirable place for students to interact. As the general 
contractor we had the opportunity to witness more and more students utilize the newly created spaces as the phases 
were completed. We observed that student operated business were rapidly patronized by the campus community 
following the modernization. The projects impacted the campus community by providing needed services to students 
as well as promoting a renewed entrepreneurial spirit within the campus community. 
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PROFESSIONAL NSU LTANT PERSPECTIVE !coNro) 

3 How m1ght th1s proJetl be mstruct1ve to others m your profcss1on? 

This project would be instructive to others in our professton by witnessing that the success of this project was due to 
the cooperation between the campus community, design team and contractor While the design team and contractor 
work together on solving constructability issues, it was necessary to closely communicate with the campus 
community to coordinate phasing, logistics and work during campus special events. The project team was therefore 
successful at first understanding the challenges and devtsing solutions to benefit the project as a whole The project 
team kept focused on building an extraordinary place for the campus community. This focus resulted in fresh new 
alternatives and win-win solutions to challenges that were faced. 

4 What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspec ts of th1s proJect? 

The multiply construction phases extended the construction duration and resulted in an overall higher construction 
cost. This was the least successful aspect of the project. 

The project is located in the center of college campus, a pedestrian corridor and gathering place for college students. 
The project included a new student center as well as a modernization of existing building which housed student co-op 
businesses, included a bike shop, coffee shop, book store and grocery store. The student owned and operated 
business success, depended on the pedestrian traffic through this campus corridor. The design and construction 
team, student representatives, campus faculty and Staff worked in collaboration to devise the construction phases 
that would maintain the pedestrian traffic through the corridor, minimize student co-op business disruptions, and still 
make it cost and time effective for the contractors to complete construction. To accomplish this, temporary bridges, 
walkways and elevators were commissioned during the different construction phases. When faced with logistic 
challenges such as this, the student representatives, campus faculty and staff and design professionals that might not 
typically work together, worked together on this project and were challenged to think outside the box and come with 
win-win solutions. Bringing this diverse campus community together to work on a common goal was a successful 
aspect of this project. 
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms.if needed. If ppssiblc, 
answers to all que5ti0ns should be typed or written directly on the forms. lfthc forms are not used and answers ~retyped on a separate 
pag~; each ans~er mus~ be" preceded by the qu'estiOn to which it r_esponds, and the length of each ansWer should be limited to the area 
provided on the oii"ginal,form. · 

Name M. Boone Hellmann, FAIA 1itle Asso.ciate Vice Chancellor, Campus Architect 

Organization University of <;;alifomia, ~an. Di~99 Telephone ( 8~8 ) 594-1992 

Address 9500 Gilman Dr. - 09 f 6 City/State/ZIP La Jolla, CA 92093-Q916 

Fax ( 858 ) 534-4363 

Th'e un~efsigfled gra_nts the aruner Fourld3tion perrriissiOn to-uSe, reproduce,.or make available for reprOduction or use by others, for 
.any J?Urpqse ~hatsoever,. the materials su~rnitted. The applicant Warran~_ that the ~pplipnt has full Jl<:M'er and authority to-submit the 
application and all a~ched materials and to grant ihese rights and permissions. 

Signature '-..... h- . (fur. 

1. What rOle did yOu play in th~ developrile-iit_of ttiis project? 

As the Campus Architect for tile UniversitY of California at San Diego, it is my role and responsibility to .provide.the 
leadership for th·e overall development \)f the physieal chara·cter.of the campus. Becaus'e this facility Is, In part, an 
-exis!ing part of th.e overall campus.fabrtc, my objective was to find an archttect who recognized the impact that the 
facility would have o_n the,urb_an po~ of th,e ~mpus as well as what the new bUilding would bring to the fabric of 
campus commynitx. This,project involved the renovatiqn of the Original Student Center as well as the addition of a 
new facility for tlie Lesbian, Blsexu.al, Transgender Resource Organizations. The O[iginal Student Center is just as the 
name implies; it is the first student center. Later, a IT)Ore traditional student union type of facility called the Price 
Cenier was constructed. ·The Price Center became.the )>Jimary Student support facility and the Oiiginal Student 
Center evolved into a sort cit "counter-culture" "that rejected conformance. It was the existence of this "counter-culture" 
·environment that made Public Archttecture the perfect executive architect for this·project. We needed ·an architectural 
firm that also rejected conformance~ 

The student users wanted to maintain their identification as non-conformists, yet at the, same time modernize their 
facilities so tliat they could meet the. rapidly changing demands of the current students as opposed to the needs of 
students back in the late 60's arid early 70's. The students still liked the "funkiness" that resided in the facility. My role 
was to conjole,-provide provocation and to nurture tne creative thinking of ~~blic Architects as~t~ey explored the realm 
of de5ign·possibilities lorthis assignment. 

2. Qesf:ribe the impact that this prqject has had on ~-e your com"!li.J=nity .. Pie~s.e I?e _as specific as po~il:!le. 

The project has had'an in_credlble {ilipaqt.on lf:le.our·campus community. First of all, the Lesbian, Bisexual, 
Tran~gender Resource Organizations prog~m is quasi controver'siai in and of itself. However, the very fact that a 
facility was built to accommodate these organizations speaks volumes about the advancements that our community 
and society have taken In these tirries. There would· have been no such resource center back in the· late 60's or 70's. 
These organizations no longer exist.in.secret, but rathetthey are out iri the.open celebrating their place. Additionally 
the renovation of the Original Stud('lnt Centerhas create.d a renewed en·ergy in an.area that had begun to diminish in 
~~·~ . 

The Rudy Biuner Award for Urban Excellerice·embodies my personal philosophy that our campus is an urb_an 
environment just as a city is an urban environment. I have endeavored to create an environment that exemplifies a 
quality urban: experience and just·as our students come here to learn from books and professors, they also learn from 
our physical environment. The Original Student Center and the Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender Resource 
Org.anization facility are wonderful examples of what can b·e accomplished in a quality physical urban environment 
that ultimately reflect po~ltively on qur community. 





OTHER PERSPECTIVE (coNro) 

3. What lrade·offs and compromises were required during the development Of the project? Did you participate in making them? 

Every project has trade-offs and -compromises. The greatest•chaiiEmge we 'had on this project was to make tlie 
desired changes within the established budget. The stu~ents votl'l!l for fee asses_sments to fund the improvements to 
the Original Student Center and tlie Price Center. Because the Price Center was the primary student union facility, it 
drove many of the cost allocation decisions. It was difficult to fight for and to maintain an adequate budget to make 
the necessary changes to the Original Student Center. Ideally we would have implemented more sub~ntiai 
renovations to the architecture and the spaces, but we were forced to limit our areas of modernization in order to meet 
the prescribed budget I participated at every step of the way to ensure that the primary integrity of the project was 
maintained·and not compromised. 

4. What do you consider to be the the most and lea~t ~uccessful aspects of this project? 

The IT)osl sliccessfiil_aspept ofthe.projeclis thai bo!h the Original St~dept Center and the tesbian, Bisexual, 
Transgenaer Resource Organizations have bee_n incredibly well received. The non-conformist attitude has been 
maintained and the."funkiness• of the facilities have been enhanced. The forriial student interaction activities tend to 
be focused at the Price Ceoterimd the irifonmal student interaction activities are focused.at ttie Originai Student 
Center as was prescribed by the prog_ram for the facilities. 

The l~astsuccessful aspect of the proj!!cl is that insufficient facility modem~tion was accomplished. This is not a 
failure of Public Archite.¢5, b)Jt J"l!ther a· fact of life given that we had a very limited budget V!ithin which to accomplish 
all of our desired goals. We chose to add new facilities and space rather than investing in a complete modernization of the exlstin~ space. - . . . . . . . . .. . 
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicanls should feel free to use.photo~opies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to.all qu.Stions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should·be limited to the area 
provided on the original form. 

Name. Owen Lang, FASLA Trtle Principal (UCSD ORB Member) 

Organization .Sas~ki,!issociates, Inc. Telephone ( 415 ) ·848-5910 

Address n Geaiy Street,.4th Floor City/State/ZIP SF, CA, 941!J8 

Fax ( 41.5 ) 202-8~70 E-mail olang@5asaki.com 

'rh_e ~nsJersig!led g~_nts th~ .Bruner -F~unda.fion ~rnii~sion _to use, reprc;>duc~, or make ava.ilable fOr reprodUdion qr use by others, for 
any purpose whalsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warr.inls that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application an· . ·aChed ria .and to gr'ailt these rigtltS and pennissiorlS. 

1. What role did "You play in the develo ment of this projeCt! 

I had the pleasure of sitting ori the UC San Diego Design Review Bciard (ORB) that reviewed this proposal (UCSb 
Student Center Project) from its'initial inception arid followed its progress through its various programming and design 
conceptdeveloph)ent stages: The role ofthe. D~ is to provide design guidance at: the very early sta-ges of a project 
before any spec_ifi_c direction has been c;ast In this regard, our goal is to help enrich the daslgn thinking without 
exerting undue influence·over the-specific,deslgn solutiori(~?)· BI!ClJuse the individual backgrounds.cif the ORB consists 
ofarchitects, platmers,.and.!andscape architects, we help to balance the ptagmatic·cbnsiderations brought forth by 
campus administrators, project mangers, arid various user groups. 

The role .1 played in thisprocess,Was to, encourage the· design_team to engage and use the .landscape to lnfonn the 
composition of the building additions so that they becbme an integral part of the unique .Student Center landscape. 
The unique aspect ~f,this cep!eds that it is arranged in a very·organic."pattem and as such is per~ived as muCh as a 
landscape place as itis .a building place, As suCh,' the design team did a masterful job of manipulating the design 

, .. / _prograrirto provide'programmed spaces while· maintaining the open feeling of the. center. By einbacing an . . · 
!Jnderljtandirig of the scale of the Student Genter the· desigf1 team was ablifto creat!l:a sense· of pl~ce by borrowing 
ftom the sHe and lever!!~ihg trees and btlilrforms.to·create places. Function truly follows form ,in this design. · 

2._Descri1Jethe i(llpacr that this. project has had on the_rour community. Please be as specific as_ possible. 

The Stude.ilt C~riter I~~ hig!Y, us!!d preciiJctO~ Cll~pusJor sQCI\JI and .cU,Itu~al!riteraction~ OJl. allleyj11s. The project 
had to "film" W!thOI!!qlsplacing trees,.~l!il~!ngs, e~nd spaces thatare constanUy pr9Qrammetnmd.us~d 
around:t!Je-clo~k, Tlje· dt?liigfl te.am wa:s able to <l"""mp)is~ their inan~ate in a ~e~pe_Ctfl!l an(j stealtll-like manrier, The. 
space h!ls peen rea~ly"embracecl by !he ·stu~ents and is already a vital pail ofst~dent l~e. · 
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE (coNro, 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them? 

Projects of this scale (small and modest budget) always run into value engineering problems. The cost of demolition is 
often difficult to justify in the light of the cost of new construction, so it was imperative to adaptively design the project 
with minimum site intervention. This is certainly a case of "less is more" and the design team was able to prioritize 
where the investment would yield the best results. Yet, the project is very handsome indeed. The ORB usually do not 
have a high degree of influence on budgetary matters. But we did have the opportunity to weigh in on the various 
value engineering discussions and provided our insights accordingly. On the UCSD campus, the project management 
staff are very capable of delivering a very high quality product considering all the obstacles at hand. 

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The most successful aspect of this project is its ability to fit into the context of the overall Student Center complex. The 
architectural moves were in context of its adjacencies and a comfortable balance was struck between old and new 
construction. This is a very important point in the identity of the Student Center district. 

The least successful aspect of this project is the budget limitations related to site improvements. The landscape 
improvements in particular had to be cut way back in terms of extent and use of quality paving materials, size and 
quantity of trees planted, extent of site walls, and site furnishings such as benches, water fountains, and the like. 
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area 
provided on the original form. 

Name Jay William Smith AlA II Title Principal Architect 

organization Facilities Design & Construction, UC San Diego Telephone ( 858 ) 534-5343 

Address 10280 N. Torrey Pines Rd. Suite 470 City/State/ZIP La Jolla, CA 92093-0916 

Fax ( 858 ) 534-4363 E-mail jwsmith@ucsd.edu 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

0 b \ DlgltallysignedbyJayW.Smith 

Signature Jay W. Sm It /\o"'~:'"w.sm~"''·'~ 
/ Date: 2008.12.11 09:48:22 ~8'00' 

1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 

I was Project Manager working for the University for Phase 2 of this Project. As Project Manager I over saw the 
programing, planning, design, documentation, and construction of the project. I had primary responsibility for the 
budget and schedule in coordination with the User's and the University's best interests. 

I see my role as coordinating and communicating the University's interests, budget and schedule requirements to the 
Design Team during design and adding the Contractor to the team during construction. This Project was particularly 
challenging because the Building Advisory Committee was composed half of students since it was student fee funded. 
I think that the Architect through multiple conceptual alternatives was able to capitalize on the best ideas from this 
group and meet the programatic requirements in the most economical fashion. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

Prior to this addition and renovation these facilities were mostly vacant in the evenings. Now with the "Tree House" 
and improved site lighting they are heavily used late into the evenings with the stores being open later and later. New 
uses have proliferated such as sidewalk vendors, outdoor classes in the North Courtyard, and other informal events. 
Yet the homey and "funky" atmosphere of the Original Student Center has been maintained and enhanced. 
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3. What trade-offs and comprom ises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them? 

This Project was all about trade-offs and compromises. Three distinct schemes were carried through schematic 
design so that complete cost estimates could be done on each one. We did have to abandoned the University's most 
favored scheme. But the final scheme incorporated some of the best qualities of all of the schemes. 

During further development of the design cost estimates led to further cost cutting, but I think that the Architect was 
able to communicate to the University the most vital features of the design and thereby preserve the best parts. 

4. W hat do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

I believe that developing the openess on the west and north site areas of the Project introduces some clarity to the 
circulation through the Center and created some spaces where more social events could occur. Small one story 
structures were removed in those areas. Placing the new two story "Tree House" computer lounge and "General 
Store" at the south end of the site enlived that area and contributed identity to that major entrance to the Project. 
The simple and very low-tech approach to the finishes are consistent with the woodsy atmosphere of this Center. 

The problematic aspects of the design are purely budgetary in nature. We would have liked much more developed 
landscaping and site furnishings. We would have liked more improvement to the existing buildings then just basic 
repairs and painting. Although some mechanical and electrical systems were replaced we could not bring all the 
existing buildings up to the same level of improvement. 
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Name: Pnina Goldberg 
Title: Principal Architect 
Organization: University ofCalifomia; San Diego 
Telephone: .858"?34:1975 
Address: 9500 GilmaiJ. Dr.; 0916 
City: La Jolla, CA 92093 
Fax; 858-534-4363 E-mail: pgoldberg@ucsd.edu 

Signature:~@ 1 . 

1. What role did you play in the development ofthis project? 

I was the univerSity's project manager for Phase I, from early in the design process, during 
construction an<! the one: (I) year wammtY period af\er constn1ction was completed. · 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on your community. Please. be as specific as 
possible. 

This projeet ~ dJ:signed in !! parto of CII!IIPUS a,niong our euCl\IYP.tus grove where studen.t 
otgaitizations are. housed. This location provides a special atniosphere, which is.unique .on campus; it 
is a '!tree. house'' feeling. It was speci.f,ically qesigned to a~!liDlodate two groups on campus, which 
did not have perim\nenf housing, The location and design was specific in promoting the two groups 
{the Women's Center and the LGi3T groups) with a place a:way from the administrative. ar~ on 
campus and With a loca~ioh tliat proVided Waim :and unique siirroundings, they eould call home. 

·3. What trade-offs !!Dcl.c.ompromises were required during the development of'the p,roject? Di!,l 
you participate iri making them? . . . . 

The location for t!ll,s facility is next totlle perforrilance lllusic hall on '?iliiipus. During conStruCtion, the 
new building· could have compromised the existing music departmenf s underground rehearsal area. 
The .designers were algl chall_enge.d as how fo have a bUilding that represented student spirit ne~ to a 
concert hall without compromising the two designs, The architect was very creative in designing an 
identity to Phase 1 that cpllabo!'llted with the existing de!!ign of a ;2-~ory wood office building 
coJ:!Iiected by Wa]kways and a large concert hall oil the other side. the final reStilt is a testament to the 
good design and the.sensitivity to all site.elem.ents. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The most successful.aspectis the fact tl!.at all the occupantslove. their accommodation as do visitors. 
This all was achieve(! with innovation and use of materii!ls !haJ reflect the 'free spirit of our students 
and its unique location in the grove. 

The least succes~ful, and at times p~inf'ul aspect of the project, w'ss the fact that we had to 
accommodate low bidders (per state law) and the process we had to go through to guaraotee they 
performed per contract. · 
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ORIGINAL STUDENT CENTER 
University Of California, San Diego CA. 

MIOdevllle Center 

c 
RENOVATION PHASE 2 
NEW STRUCTURE 

e COURTYARDS & NODES 
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Upper Image; 
View of Women's Center 

' and Student Ldunge ' 
from north courtyard ' ' 

' Middle Image: 
1 ' 

Interior Student Lou,ge ' ' ' Lower Image: 
' Catwalk looking east ,_ 
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Upper Image: \ 

View of Women's Center 
' and Student Lounge from \ 

the Hump 

Middle Image: 
Student Lounge interior 
view from restaurant 

1 

Lower Image: 
View of Women's Center 
from central courtyard 
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University Of California, San Diego CA. 
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Upper Image: 
1 

View of west side 
Student Center from 
the Hump 

Middle Image: 1 

' ' 
' ' 

South view of Student Lounge 
and restaurant courtyard \ 

Lower Image: 1 

West courtyard with entr.es 1 

to Center's main student 
services 
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Upper Image: \ 

View of central courtyard 1 
\ 

\ 

and catwalk 

Middle Image: 
\ 

I ' Students sitting under I 

catwalk I 

Lower Image: 
Detail of outdoor room 
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Upper Image: 
North east view of LGBT 
Resource Center and campus 
conference rooms 

Lower Image: 
View of private courtyard from 
community coffee shop 

ORIGINAL STUDENT CENTER 
University Of California, San Diego CA. 
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Upper Image: 1 

East view of Computer Lounge ' 
and General Store from lo~er ' 
courtyard 

Lower Image (left): 
View of Computer Lounge 
from Grove Cafe 
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Lower Image (right) : 1 

Computer Lounge upper walkway 
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Two: 

Architect: Public Arclritecturr and 
Plamri11g- ]ames Gates, james 

Brown, pri11cipal architects; Fra11cisco 
Garcia, projtct manager; Marco Sette, 

Michael P. Paluso, Steven Rosenstein, 
/o11athon Stevens, Alfred Wilson 

Client: University of California, San 
Diego 
Consultants: Envision Eugiuuring 

(s tructrtral); Snypes-Dye Associates 

(civil); Michael Wall Engineers 
trical); DEC Engineers (mlp); 

_ ·lock Poirer (landscape) 

General contractor: Strartb 
Construction 

Size: 15,000squarefeet (Phase/); 
21,000 square feet renovated, 
3,500 uew construction (Phase II) 

Cost: S I 0 million 
Completion date: june 2006 
(Phase 1); October 2007 (Pirast 11) 

Sources 

Masonry: Ho11ed CM U by RCP Block 

Wood: Redwood; resown Douglas Fir 
Plywood 
Windows: Columbia Wi11dows 

Entrances: Southwest Alumiuum 
Sliding doors: Fleetwood 

Paints and stains: Sherwin Williams 

Resilient flooring: Armstrong VCT 

Carpet: Lus Carpet 

lighting: Lrtlro11ia 6- Scott; Got/ram, 

Art imide; C.alnet; Leviton 

INE Rate thrs pro}eCt and access 

addltronal sources at 

rchltecruralrecord.com/bts/. 

160 Attlutrclllral Rrcor.J II 07 

STUDENT CENTER EXPANSION 
La Jolla, California 

Public Architecture and Planning 1ifies and freshens UCSD's original 
cluster of act1v1ty bwldmgs w1tl a new walkway and outdoor rooms. 
By Ann Jarmusch 

Some 300,000 eucalyptus trees 
planted in 1910 fa1led to produce 
the timber profrts that boosters 
env1s10ned, but 50 years later, 
the effort's legacy proved to be a 
grander pubhc good The fledgling 
Un1verstty of california, San Diego 
(UCSD) opened 1n the 1960s amid 
the towering eucalyptus, which 
offered shade and ambtenee to an 
arid mesa near the Pacrfte Ocean. 
The Student Center-a half-dozen 

two-story, wood-frame buildings dat
Ing to 1976-stands 1n one of the 

fragrant groves. Th1s "village• has 

evolved 1nto a colony for student 
organizatiOns and their enterprises, 

1nclud1ng a food co-op, bookstore, 
and newspapers. But as the number 
of groups mushroomed over time, 
the VIllage grew makeshift outposts. 

Students Intervened in 2003, when 

Amr jnrmusc/1 is flnhitecture critic for 

I he San IJicgo Union-Tribune. 

Mandeville Center 

they passed a referendum to raiSe 
their fees to fund expansrons of this 

center and a larger one, called the 

Price Center, Which opened 1n 1989. 

Pro,ram 

Although It was supplanted by the 

Pnce Center, the ong~nal, 20,000-
square-foot Student Center rema1ns 
popular among students and has 
become an 1con for campus soc1al 
and polrtlcal actMsm. UCSD hired the 

locally based firm Pubhc Arctutecture 
and Plann1ng to renovate and nearly 

dOuble the old center's StZe Without 

detracting from rts character or 

setttng. Whteh James Brown, AlA. 
priOC1pal and cofounder of Pubhc, 
descnbes as "the 1mmense. quret 
power of the grove.· 

The 2003 referendum specrfted 
perpetual uses and designated space. 
Brown also met IndiVIdually With 30 
student groups, staff. and campus 
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Along the Student 

Center's north eleva

tion (oppOsite), a 

terrace dubbed an 

·-·"'1oor room" con· 

1 to a plaza 

oetween the building 

and the Mandeville 

Center. A lounge and 

cafe volume, at the 

west end of the build· 

ing, faces south toward 

a grassy hill (right). 
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The LGBT Resource 

Center, at the east end 

of the walkway (above 

left), OYeriooks an "out

door room~ below 1t. 

Wood slats and &raphlc 

panels shade the 

center's aouth·faclng 

windows (above right ). 

L Existing Studem 
Center 

2. Cnfo and lounge 
3. Muting room 
4. Outdoor room 
5. Walkway 

6. Elevator 
7. Women's Cemu 
8. Deck 

9. LGBT Resource 
Cemer 

10. Study lormgt 

committees and diStilled their 
updated needs and ideas for the pre
determined moc the Vbl'len's Center; 
the Lesbian, Gay, Brsexual and 
Transgender (LGBD Resource Center; 

meeting rooms; lounges; and d1nrng 
areas. PubliC WOI1<ed Ill ~ phases, 

the first devoted to 13,600 square 
feet cl new consttuctJon. the second 
to renovating the ex.stmg center and 
appending a tree-househke study 
lounge, encompass~ng 3,500 square 
teet. to the building's southeast wing. 

Solution 
To the north ot the complex stands 
Mandevrlle Center, a monumental. 
1975-vintage arts bu11d1ng designed 
by Los Angeles Modernist A. Qu1ncy 

Jones. "It's so close and so wonderful 

that we had to respond to it; Brown 
says ot the wood-and-concrete cul
tural hub, whiCh rs laced With practJce 

studiOS. patiOS, and walkways. 

PubliC des®""led a reN. tv.o-leYel 
burldrng that would, as Brown says. 
"mediate" between Mandeville and 

the Student Center. ThiS solutiOn also 
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A study lounge was added to the 

southeast tip of the Student Center 

(right). A lounge also occupies the 

building's northwest corner (below). 

ew out of IntervieWS With members 

u• the Women's and the LGBT cen· 
ters, which collaborate on proJects 
and asked to be neighbors. The 
architect 1nserted a long, narrow 
bUik:hng between Mandeville and the 

student complex, to the south. Built 
of masonry block, w1dely spaced 

wood-clapboard sldmg, and lots of 
glass. thiS structure IS markedly more 
open and a1ry than the older bu1lchngs 
It complements. On the upper level, a 
260-foot-long catwalk that runs par
allel to the build1ng links the Women's 
and LGBT centers. The catwalk 
shades a twin, ground-level walkway, 
WhiCh leadS tO OeJuble, glaSS· 
enclosed meeting rooms, lounges, 

and din1ng areas. Each of the two 
meeting rooms opens onto a walled 
courtyard designed by art1st Robert 
Irwin. These outdoor · rooms" provide 
refuge or can expand the adjacent 
meeting space. Each features a single 
\\OOd bench set against 1\1)'-coYered 

3SOilry walls and stands ci bamboo. 
On the south end of the refur· 

bished Student Center, above an 
existing student store, Public added 
a glass-enclosed study lounge that 
Brown calls ·a platform in the trees." 
The addition and 1ts 10-foot-wide, 
wraparound wood deck are protected 
by a box-shaped wood shade struc· 
ture with lfregularty spaced slats to 
admit air, sunlight, and VIeWS. 

Commentary 

Public deftly inserted a new building 
Into a cramped, high-traffic area and 
captured add1tlonal space by us1ng 
Mandeville Center's tong, masSNe 
concrete plinth to support a new 
walkway. This walkway Is 1ntegral to 

improved circulatiOn among Student 
Center bUIIdtngs and provides a 
much-needed link to other campus 

destmations. Unlike some of the older 
bu1ld1ngs, new rooms easily and dra
matically open to the outdoors and 
- nnect With the landscape. Perhaps 

>st remarkably, Public managed 
to bnng coheSIVeness and rtchness 

to a prev1ousty confusmg area. • 
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